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Motion picture sound

Part 1: the early years

W

hen we speak of the early years
of motion pictures they are
often referred to as the silent days. In
fact films have never been silent; they
may not have had the sophisticated
sound tracks we hear today but silent
they weren’t. The smaller cinemas
simply played records and others

with picture using the phonograph.
He exhibited the results in 1913 at
the Gaumont Palace with a film
entitled Film Parlant. He later took
the system to America where Edison

...although sound on disk had the better quality it was the f lexibility of
sound on film which both the studios and exhibitors preferred.
employed pianists, the bigger ones
maybe a cinema organ and the largest
a full orchestra with sound effects.
In some early notes of Thomas
Edison dated 1887 he states “The
idea has occurred to me that it would
be possible to devise an instrument
which should do for the eye what the
phonograph does for the ear, and that
with a combination of the two all
motion and sound could be recorded
simultaneously.”
However, it is not until 1901 that
Leon Gaumont in Paris began a series
of experiments to combine sound

had also been making a serious effort
to synchronise sound to picture.
The synchronisation was very
crude in that it consisted of strings
and pulleys between the projector and
1
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phonograph. At first you may think
this was not too difficult until you
realise that the projector was in the
projection room and the phonograph
behind the screen (fig. 1). The audio
amplifier had yet to be invented!
To f ill a large hall with
sound, air pressure was used, the
phonograph needle opened and
closed an air valve which was then
used to move larger amounts of
air and thus amplif ied the sound.
This is exactly how an amplif ier
works today in that air in the
form of a human voice moves the
small diaphragm on a microphone
which is electronically amplif ied to
resonate the cone of a loudspeaker
which consequently moves a larger
volume of air in the cinema.
It was in 1907 that Lee de Forest
f iled a patent for the Audion, a
three element valve which could
amplify electrical currents (f ig. 2).
After further work he produced an
amplif ier by cascading several valves
– a milestone in sound recording
and reproduction.
Eugene Lauste, an ex employee
of Edison developed the f irst sound
on f ilm recorder and his patent
is still today considered to be the
master patent for synchronised
sound and movement photography.
Lauste was the f irst person to print
both sound and picture on the same
piece of f ilm. His projector having
two arc lamps one for sound and one
for the picture (f igs. 3 and 4).
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So far it sounds as if it was only
in America that research was being
done on film sound but it was in 1919
that three Germans patented a sound
on film system called Tri-Ergon
(derived from the Greek and meaning
‘the work of three’). To allow for
their soundtrack, which was printed
outside the sprocket holes, the
film width was increased to a non-

standard 42mm for projection (figs. 5
and 6).
It was Lee de Forest, together
with Theodore Case and Earl
Sponable, who realised that a
complete system with an international
standard had to be developed if
talking pictures were going to be
accepted by the industry. In 1917 De
Forest had developed a glow-tube
for recording and Case worked on a
photo electric cell. Together these
two inventions formed the basis of
the first widely accepted sound on
film system called Movietone. They
set the offset of sound and picture to
be 20 frames and the speed to be 90ft
per minute which is still the standard
today.
Two major companies took up
the system and began manufacturing
equipment, RCA who, using a mirror
galavanometer, produced the variable
area track and Western Electric using
a light valve produced a variable
density track. Western Electric also
worked on a sound on disk system
as film processing was not reliable.
This meant that their sound heads
had to be capable of reproducing both
systems. Hence, the world famous
Universal Base was produced.
Western Electric’s sound on disk
which they demonstrated as early as
1922 had far better sound quality
than the sound on film system of
Case. Three years later Case split
with De Forest and teamed up with
William Fox to form the Fox-Case
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Corporation and later Fox Movietone
News. William Fox had previously
bought the American rights of the
Tri-Ergon system.
Sponable had moved over to
Fox and was now designing their
recording studios. During which time
he developed a screen which allowed
the sound to pass through it. Up until
then loudspeakers were placed either
below or to the sides of the screen in
the cinema.
Over the next few years there
were many demonstrations of both
the sound on film and sound on disk
systems and several short films were
produced and released in the different
formats.

De Forest had began work on his
own system which he marketed as
the ‘Phonofilm’ system. But it was
Warner Brothers who, after buying
Vitagraph to open their first radio
station in LA called KFWB, heard
a Western Electric demonstration
and bought the system and called it
Vitascope.
Warners and Western Electric
then formed a partnership in 1925
called the Vitaphone corporation.
A year later releasing their first
sound film Don Juan featuring John
Barrymore. But it was the success of
The Jazz Singer in 1927 that sealed
the fate of the silent film.
7

Other studios started to take
notice and quickly switched to
releasing sound films but they chose
to use the sound on film system
as they would not have to pay
royalties to use the Warner Brothers’
Vitaphone system which of course
they saw as paying their competitor.
!928 saw Disney release their first
sound on film cartoon starring
Mickey Mouse in Steam Boat Willie.
But it was Broadway Melody in 1929
which introduced the first of MGM’s
“all talking-all singing-all dancing”
films.
It became clear that although
sound on disk had the better quality

it was the f lexibility of sound on
film which both the studios and
exhibitors preferred. Western Electric
teamed up with Bell Labs to begin
further research into high quality
recording and reproduction. They
formed a licensing division called
Electrical Research Products Inc
(ERPI) who sold the various sound
on film licences to the film studios.
Eventually they also controlled the
licensing of Vitaphone and the Fox
Case system. Effectively all three
systems became cross licensed and
opened the way for high quality
sound in the cinema.
8
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Motion picture
Part 2: adopting optical sound

I

n part 1 I looked at the
early experiments in audio
for film and the adoption
of two entirely different
systems, optical sound on
film and the separate sound
on disk. Although the sound
on film had been around for a
few years it was the release of
The Jazz Singer, using sound
on disk, which brought the
talkies to the attention of
the cinema going public.
Basically it was because Al
Jolson was the biggest star at
the time and any movie he
made was going to pull in
the audiences.
Interestingly we saw a
repeat of this a few years
ago where the block buster
Jurassic Park introduced
DTS, the digital sound on
disk system, but which was

1

Photo 1 - A Western Electric
master disk being cut
Photo 2 - Duplicating disks for
release prints
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sound
quickly overtaken by the early Dolby
Digital system that has the data on the
film.
It was perhaps the cinema owners
who kept sound on disk going as long
as it did since the conversion from silent
to sound was much cheaper. All that
was required was a two speed motor for
the projector, and the addition of a disk
player with some form of mechanical
drive to lock the two together and so
maintain synchronisation. Provided of
course that the needle didn’t jump.
However, whichever system
was adopted they both required
amplification along with a loudspeaker
behind the screen. It sounds simple
enough today but remember that the
vacuum tube or valve had been invented
only a few years earlier and that
radio broadcasting was in its infancy.
Reproducing good quality sound
in a small room is relatively simple,
the problems begin when you try to
reproduce audio in something the size
of a 1000 seat cinema.
Early silent cinemas paid no
attention to acoustics and so the
auditorium walls were often hard and

acoustically reflective. This meant that
the sound waves emanating from the
loudspeaker behind the screen would
reverberate around the cinema making
the dialogue difficult to understand;
consequently the sound had to be
tailored to the cinema. The matter was
not helped by the fact that each studio
released their films with their own
characteristic. So one week a film would
sound good and then next week’s film
from a different studio would sound
terrible in the same cinema, similarly
the same film would sound different
from cinema to cinema.
It was not until 1938 that the
SMPTE came up with a standard
acoustic curve to which all cinemas had
to work, thus ensuring the same quality
of sound throughout the industry.
This curve took into account the poor
reproduction qualities of the projectors
0dB
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relatively cheap to install with the
addition of a synchronised turntable.
Amplifiers and speakers were often one
offs made by a local wireless dealer.
BTH of Rugby saw a chance to
enter the cinema market as they owned
The Brunswick Gramophone Company
in Coventry, but as sound on disk lasted
only a short time and to keep up with
competitors they had to buy an old
optical film technology from RCA to
enable them to make sound on film
equipment quickly for their customers.
By 1931 sound on disk was in
its final throws but notably AWH
(marketed by British Phototone) were
offering a facility where distributors
could have a film’s soundtrack converted
to disk by one of their subsidiaries in
Germany, thus keeping the cinemas
it had supplied with sound on disk
systems happy until their sales people
could encourage them to upgrade to one
of their sound on film systems.
Many of the early sound on film
systems were add-ons in that they
bolted onto the existing pedestal and
were relatively low cost but these
gave rise to many problems of wow
and flutter resulting in poor quality
reproduction as the film was literally
pulled through the soundhead with
no smoothing from the intermittent
sprocket below the gate. Cinemas by
now had realised sound was here to stay
and the motor driven soundhead began
to emerge as the better option.
There were many variations of
optical soundtrack with variable density

soundhead as well as HF attenuation
due to the perforated screen along
with the poor bass response of the
loudspeakers.
Hence the studios started to add
extra bass and treble which were
subsequently lost in the cinemas
on playback. It was not until the
introduction of Dolby Stereo in the
1970s that the Academy curve was
finally replaced.
In 1930 Britain had 5261 cinemas
showing films to some 900 million
people. This meant that cinema
equipment suppliers had to move fast
to get them all converted to sound. The
most expensive and prestigious system
was Western Electric’s using their
universal base and various amplifier
racks depending on the size of the
cinema. The installation was expensive
and the equipment on lease with a
service contract, meaning the theatre
was paying a monthly fee.
Western Electric’s marketing
strategy was not to install a second
set of equipment in a town for at
least one year. This then gave their
customer chance to recoup some of
the installation costs but it meant they
had the best sound in town. Because
of this an opportunity arose for British
companies to pick up cinemas wanting
sound in towns which already had a
WE equipped cinema.
Enter the locally grown sound
system. Initially sound on disk was the
predominant system since everyone
wanted The Jazz Singer. This was
12

being the most popular
until the 1940s when
variable area became the
norm and still is to the
present day.
Western Electric’s
variable density
recording system is
achieved by means
of a lamp of constant
intensity, the light from
which is focussed onto
a slit. This slit varies in
height according to the
electrical intensity of the
signal being recorded,
and so varies the amount
of transmitted light
in proportion to the
electrical impulses. Such
a light modulator is
called a light valve.
The variable area
system is achieved by
a lamp whose filament
is focussed upon a
galvanometer mirror
from which the reflected
light is imaged on a slit
of constant height. The
signal current causes a
deviation of the mirror
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Photo 3 - RCA soundhead
Photo 4 - BTH soundhead
Photo 5 - Add on
soundhead
All from the PPT
collection
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allowing more or less width of the slit
to be illuminate. Thus producing a track
of varying width or area with no change
in density.
Although it is beyond the remit of
this article it is perhaps an advantage
to the reader if I explain a couple of the
problems associated with optical sound
tracks. Since the sound is achieved
by shining a constant light through a
modulating track then anything that
the eye can see will be reproduced as
sound in the cinema. This includes
grain, dirt, and scratches. To achieve
the smallest grain then the slowest film
is used which is not a problem as the
sound negative can be exposed for as
long as necessary. But as can be seen
from the diagrams on the left if it is not
done correctly then distortion occurs.
While below are examples of the ideal
world and the actual world. The grain
will be heard as hiss and the dirt and
scratches as noise.
Over the next few years the quality
of sound on film improved with the
advances made by both Western
Electric and RCA in America,
However, few of these improvements
could be heard in many cinemas as they
still kept their original equipment.
Perhaps the most noticeable changes
were behind the screen as loudspeaker
design was changing rapidly. Initially
they had a large horn speaker driven
by a pressure unit. The most famous of
which was the Roxy horn, I believe it
was so named as it was first used at the
Roxy cinema in New York.

Variable density track on left and variable
area track on right

Correct exposure

Under exposure

Over exposure
Ideal soundtrack with completely
transparent track area, opaque black and
sharp edge to waveform, and typical
soundtrack with semi transparent black,
scratches and dirt and poorly defined edge
of waveform due to grain size
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If you have ever seen images of the
early experiments of sound by Edison
you will see the long exponential horns
he used. As there is not much space
behind the screen it was not practical
to install these. The Roxy horn solved
this by being curled round on itself.
Because the actual frequency response
was very limited these horns were very
efficient (25%, today it is more like 4%)
and typically a 1½ Watt amplifier would
be sufficient for a 500 seat cinema. The
horn using a WE 555 pressure unit was
so pure in quality that the 555 is much
sought after today by audiophiles, a pair
recently sold on e-bay for $20,000.
In silent cinemas the screen was
often fitted to the rear wall of the cinema
to enable as many seats as possible
to be installed in the auditorium and

moving the screen forward would result
in the loss of seats. To overcome this a
small room was built on the back of the
cinema to house the speaker and was
called the horn chamber. These rooms
can still be seen today on the back of
many older cinemas.
The Roxy horns were later replaced
with large wooden structures or baffles
which housed the bass speakers with
smaller horns on top reproducing the
high frequencies. An electronic device
called a cross-over split the low and
high frequencies and fed them to their
relevant speaker. By doing this the
bass was able to go lower and the high
frequency horn became much smaller
as it did not have to cater for the low
frequency notes. This type of speaker is
still in use today.
Optical sound in the
cinema stayed very much
as was until the advent
of Dolby Stereo in the
1970s. In the studios
the advent of magnetic
tape after the war
brought huge advances
in recording and mixing
techniques but the
release print remained
unchanged.

Photo 6 - Roxy horn
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Part 3: stereophonic sound

I

f we mark the start of the
Talkies as the release of The
Jazz Singer then the earliest
experiments of stereophonic
sound can be traced to a full
45 years earlier.
In 1881 a French scientist
Clement Ader devised
an exhibit for the Palais
d’Industrie in Paris. Sound

from a live orchestra was transmitted
via telephone lines to pairs of stereo
headsets. The listener was able to then
place the components of the orchestra
(which he could not see) including voice
and applause. Though it was conceived
as a stunt it is probably the first example
of physco-acoustics. This is a natural
phenomenon where the brain takes in
audio information from two different
sources and by comparing these can
translate them into an apparent depth of
field.
Western Electric was too busy
working with Warner Brothers in
developing Vitasound, their sound on
disk system, to become involved in
further research. But by 1933 optical
sound had been accepted as the industry
standard and six years later had probably
been refined as far as technology could
take it in those days.
There were several attempts at
films with stereo sound and one
worth mentioning here was developed
with Henri Chretien to enhance his
anamorphic lens as early as 1932. This
involved three separate variable area
tracks laid alongside an anamorphic

1
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sound
image which when projected produced a
wide-screen picture with three separate
channels of sound (fig 1).
Early stereophonic experiments by
the Bell Telephone Company in 1933
were carried out by a live orchestra
playing in Philadelphia and heard
simultaneously in Washington by
being transmitted over telephone lines.
However, the frequency and dynamic
range of such an orchestral presentation
was far greater than possible on an
optical film soundtrack. An orchestra
has a frequency range typically between
40 Hz and 16 Khz and a dynamic
range of around 80 dB whereas a mono
soundtrack had a frequency response of
half that and a dynamic range of only
40 dB.
Dynamic range is the range of audio
from the quietest sound you can hear to the
loudest without distortion. On optical film
the quietest is limited by the noise created by
dirt on the film soundtrack and the loudest
by overload or ‘clash’ where the track width
is exceeded by the signal.
Frequency response in our case is the
audio frequency range that can be heard by
the human ear usually between 20 Hz and

20 KHz. But on optical film this is limited
at the lower end by the inefficiency of the
loudspeakers and at the top end by the height
of the optical slit in the projector. Typically
around 8 KHz, a narrower slit would give
a higher frequency but not enough light from
the exciter lamp would pass through the
film’s soundtrack to energise the photocell.
In 1940 at the Carnegie Hall New
York a demonstration of stereophonic
sound from optical film was given
using material previously recorded at
Salt Lake City and Philadelphia. To
overcome the limitations of frequency
response a separate piece of film was
used which had enlarged optical tracks
thus allowing a standard slit height to
be used but since the track was larger
the frequency could go above 6 KHz. To

4
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improve the dynamic range the louder
passages were recorded at a lower level to
avoid distortion and during playback the
level was increased. This was done with
a fourth control track on the film which
varied the gain of voltage controlled
amplifiers in the theatre.
RCA were at this time working on
a very similar system with Walt Disney
for their up and coming film Fantasia.
The result was probably the first attempt
at producing stereo sound in a cinema
commercially. But due to its complexity
it was only installed in 14 theatres, the
remainder played the film in standard
mono. The separate sound film carried
audio tracks for left, centre, and right
screen channels plus the control track to
adjust the amplifier gain (figs 2 and 4).
The system was never heard in
the UK as at the time we were rather
involved with WW2. There is a story
that a complete set left America for the

London premier but now lies at the
bottom of the Atlantic thanks to Herr
Hitler.
The basic difference between the two
systems was that Bell’s was designed to
give acoustical depth to an orchestral
recording whereas RCA’s was purely to
give added effects to a movie. It was also
the first system to use surround speakers
around the auditorium.
Western Electric, not wanting to
be left behind, developed a system that
enhanced their mono Vitasound system.
This was done by putting a control
track between the perforations giving a
variable 96Hz signal to a separate cell.
Minimum signal sent the sound to the
centre channel only, as the tone signal
got stronger the left and right speakers
increased in volume, with maximum
signal raising the volume level to all
three channels. Western Electric had
made a fortune selling their Universal
Base and amplifier systems to theatres
and consequently exhibitors were
reluctant to spend even more money
upgrading to a stereo system.
Studios quickly realised that the
musical score enhanced their films and
they soon had their own distinctive in
house orchestras headed by such masters
as Alfred Newman, Max Steiner,
Dimitri Tiomkin and Bernard Herman.
Recordings were so elaborate that multi
mic techniques were used to capture
the full range of the scores, resulting
in stereo masters that were later ‘mixed
down’ to a mono track. While stereo
optical sound using a stereo bi-lateral

5
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theatres with only mono sound or as an
emergency should there be a problem
with the separate magnetic. The right
eye print carried a different optical
track and this was used for the surround
speakers around the auditorium (fig 5).
It was in 1952 that Cinerama took
the industry by storm with its massive
screen, achieved by running three
35mm projectors locked together to give
a continuous image on a 156° deeply
curved screen and with seven channel
magnetic stereo sound. Although
the system was a hit with the public,
distributors saw it as too costly and too
complicated to be used in the majority of
theatres. However, Twentieth Century
Fox were the first to come up with a
viable wide screen system and called it
CinemaScope.
The lens for producing the widescreen image had been developed by
Henri Chretien in the 1920s but the
only company interested were Rank
in the UK. Fox had to wait for Rank’s
agreement to run out before they
could sign an exclusive contract with
Chretien. The sound chosen to go with
CinemaScope was four track magnetic
with the added bonus that they were on
the sides of the release print and so did
not require any interlock with separate
reproducers. For further information
on CinemaScope see my article in the
Spring 2013 edition of Rewind.
By now studios were falling over
each other to come up with a format to
rival Fox’s CinemaScope as they did not
want to pay the 25,000$ fee to Fox to use

track developed by Dr Fayne was
possible exhibitors were not interested.
This same optical format is the one that
Dolby chose when developing Dolby
Stereo.
In the UK a prolific engineer called
Alan Blumlein was working on stereo
sound using multiple mike techniques.
His early experiments were all done
on 35mm film as optical recording was
the most robust and portable way of
recording sound at that time. Some of
his early experiments still exist on film
(fig 3) but it was basically the recording
technique he was interested in rather
than stereo sound on film. In fact the
stereo mic techniques he developed are
still used by recording engineers today.
It was not until after the war that
stereo began to be adopted by the studios
and cinemas, this being largely due
to a fall in attendances owing to the
introduction of domestic television. The
cinema industry began searching for new
sound and picture techniques that could
only be appreciated in a cinema.
The first attempts were with
stereoscopy or 3-D and to also add depth
to the audio a four channel stereo track
was played from a separate magnetic
follower in the larger theatres, the
system was called Warnerphonic. To
create the 3-D picture two projectors
were used running in lock, one
projecting the print for the left eye and
the other the right eye with sound for
the stage three channels on the separate
magnetic. The copy for the left eye
also carried a mono optical track for
21

though the whole orchestra was in the
bag when it landed with a thud.
As various anamorphic systems
started to become available Fox
upped the anti by releasing their
CinemaScope55 format using 55mm
wide film and separate six track
magnetic sound for the release of The
King and I and Carousel giving a better
quality to the image on the screen. But
it was Mike Todd’s 70mm system that
caught the public’s attention with its
high definition picture and sound. So
much so that Fox bought the rights from
him and began their first Todd-AO
production Oklahoma.
Paramount had decided to invest in
VistaVision but strangely chose to adopt
the Perspecta Stereo system. Few films
were released in the format as separate
projectors had to be installed to run the
horizontal 35mm film format (fig 6).
Interestingly not only did the film run
horizontally through the projector it
also started in the lower spoolbox and
ran up to the top, with the optical sound
in front of the picture. Rank
in the UK adopted
Technicolor’s
Technirama a
similar system
but just as
fated. In fact
the story is that
because Kalee
opted to build
a VistaVision
projector for
6
cinemas and not

their system. Similarly cinemas wanted
a cheaper system as the cost of altering
the auditorium to take the wider screen
was quite expensive and then on top of
that were the four channel stereo sound
system and lenses.
MGM who had signed up with Fox
to use their lenses had been looking at a
suedo stereo system designed by Robert
Fyne of the Fairchild Company called
PerspectaStereo which actually switched
the mono track between the three stage
channels. The clever thing was that
the release print could also be played
in a mono theatre. This meant that the
distributor only had to produce one type
of print to play in all the theatres and
with the print being optical was cheap to
produce. Magnetic prints were costly as
they had to be printed, striped, and then
recorded.
There were some draw backs to the
Perspecta system. One was that since it
was switched by tones if the projector
speed varied they did not steer the signal
accurately. In non stereo theatres these
low frequency tones were not filtered
out and it is reported that some of the
patrons were affected by becoming
physically sick.
An odd effect I noticed during one
of my ‘Fantastic Formats’ presentations
was during a clip of Seven Brides for
Seven Brothers. The orchestra was
playing centre stage and as Howard Keel
arrived in a horse and trap he threw
his Gladstone bag onto the floor screen
right. The sound followed the bag and
hence it sounded to the audience as
22

to commit to a Todd-AO one it resulted
in the factory ceasing production of
projectors altogether. Although the
VistaVision release format ceased, many
films were shot using the horizontal
format but released in either standard
35mm or 70mm.
The experimenting with various
formats had more or less finished
by the early 1960s and only two
systems remained using stereo sound.
CinemaScope with four channel stereo
for normal releases and Todd-AO with
six channels for road show presentations.
There were many look-a-like systems
on the market but the various names
represented ways around trademarks and
patents rather than different systems.
Names such as Franscope, Warnerscope,
Camera 65 and Panavision 70 to name
but a few, formats we may look at later in
a separate article.
Cinema attendances by this time had
now reached an all time low and little
was being invested in new projection
equipment. However, on the studio
side one man had made great inroads
into recording sound with no annoying
background hiss. An American by
birth, Ray Dolby began work at Ampex
on their pioneering video recorder but
realised that the quality of sound was
being ignored. He moved to London and
began manufacturing his now famous
Dolby Noise Reduction system called
Dolby A.
Once all the music and film studios
were equipped the next move was to try
and introduce a playback system into

cinemas. Several films were produced
in mono but Dolby quickly realised
that stereo was what the cinema owners
and patrons preferred. A group of
Dolby engineers set about developing
a stereo optical system using the same
configuration as CinemaScope’s four
channel system thus allowing the Dolby
Stereo to be integrated into existing
stereo cinemas.

7

Three different technologies were
brought together to achieve the desired
result. Frayne’s 1954 dual bilateral stereo
track, Sansui’s QS-matrix decoder, and
Dolby’s A-Type noise reduction (fig 7).
The one thing that Dolby were trying
to achieve was a cost effective method
of producing high quality stereo release
prints that could play in either mono
or stereo theatres, yhus ensuring the
film distributor needed only one type of
release print.
After a couple of minor releases,
George Lucas decided to release his
latest film Star Wars in Dolby Stereo.
Like The Jazz Singer and The Robe a
box office block buster gives a new
technology great public awareness.
Dolby also applied their noise reduction
techniques to 70mm and to add greater
23

bass used the two inner channels for
‘bass extension’ requiring dedicated
loudspeakers capable of reproducing sound
down to 25Hz. Basically this was done
since the loudspeakers found in cinemas in
those early days only went down to around
100/120 Hz.
Over the next few years Dolby and its
engineers worked hard to get their system
accepted worldwide. One advantage
Dolby had over its competitors was that
it followed the film from its production,
through processing and into exhibition.
Thus maintaining a continuous quality
control throughout the making of the film.
Engineers were present also for
premiers and film festivals and this
gave directors and producers a sense of
continuity, something that had been
lacking in that all elements of production
in the past had been much segmented.
Even at its height with two manufacturing
plants and a worldwide network of
engineers the total employed by Dolby was
just over 300.

8
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Dolby, however, were not alone and
there were competing systems such as
John Mosley’s Colortek which used
a CCD camera to read four discrete
channels of optical sound placed in the
area of the optical mono track (fig 8).
This clever idea also used a control track
down the centre to allow the CCD to
track the four channels even if the film
was weaving from side to side. Since the
video image produced was only looking
for the difference between black and
clear any scratches and imperfections
were ignored and hence no ground
noise reduction was required. Why the
system never achieved success is unclear
but it is worth noting that Moseley
was also responsible for developing the
Quintaphonic stereo used for the film
‘Tommy’.
In 1986 Dolby, never wanting to
settle for second best, introduced a
much improved noise reduction system
called Spectral Recording or Dolby
SR. This enabled stereo optical to
have the same frequency response and
dynamic range as 70mm prints and it
quickly became the standard within the
recording industry. A year later the first
films with an SR encoded were released
they were Innerspace and Robocop.
Thus Dolby SR and the Dolby Pro
Logic matrix became the ultimate
in Dolby Stereo optical, but like
everything else change was just around
the corner and everyone was now
wanting Digital Audio.

Part 4: digital stereo
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Motion picture
Part 4: digital stereo

I

n my previous articles
all the sound systems
were analogue whereas
today although film still
has an analogue track what
we usually listen to in the
cinema is a digital one which
is placed elsewhere on the
film.
Perhaps the first film
presentation to the public
of Digital Audio was for
the screening of Fantasia
at the Plitt Century Plaza
Cinema Los Angeles in
1985. Interestingly the

same film was used to promote the
first public screenings of Fantasound
back in 1939. Again the sound was
played off a double system using a
synchronised digital tape machine
but this time reproducing a new and
controversial digital version recorded
in 1982. This replaced Stokoski’s
original orchestration with that of film
composer and conductor Irwin Kostal.
A new commentator was also used and
an original two frame lag due to early
recording techniques corrected.
At this point it may be worthwhile
explaining what digital sound is. For a
start we must realise that our ears are

Digital audio is obtained by sampling the original analogue signal and
converting it into digital bits. Sampling and bits are terms we often
hear when talking about digital audio. If we look at an example of an
analogue waveform we can take samples every so often and obtain
an approximation of the original waveform. The first example is very
crude as the sample rate or bit rate was low, a higher sample rate gives
a more accurate result. So a very high sample rate will result in a near
perfect waveform. In digital audio for CD or film sound the sample
rate is 44Kbits/sec. That is 44,000 bits per second, higher bit rates can
improve the quality but the human ear cannot hear the difference and
the cinema is unable to reproduce it so is not considered worth the
effort.
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sound
analogue receptors and we hear sound
by varying the air pressure on our ear
drums. Live sound such as a musical
instrument produces vibrating airwaves
which travel through air and vibrate
our ear drums, so if we listen to a live
orchestra then all the audio chain is
analogue. Hence, when listening to
digital sound one has to be aware it
starts off as an analogue signal, is then
transferred to digital when it is recorded
and is then converted back to analogue
in order to drive a loudspeaker which
produces sound waves that our ears can
listen to.
In 1986 Dolby had just introduced
their Spectral Recording system and
Dolby SR was becoming the de facto
analogue recording system for film
sound. Although the dynamic range
and frequency response off magnetic
tape was equal to that of Digital
Systems it did not carry the buzz word
‘Digital Sound’ on the cinema canopies.
Kodak, famous more for picture
than sound, began experiments by
embedding the digital sound track in
the picture area as an infra red signal.
The track was invisible when projected

but could be read with an IR device.
This particular system never actually
made it into the commercial world.
However, working with the Optical
Radiation Corporation, together they
developed a 35mm digital system which
used the space normally occupied by
the analogue optical track. The system,
Cinema Digital Sound (CDS), was
very expensive and only a few cinemas
adopted the format.
However, the system was first
used in 1989 on 70mm prints of Dick
Tracey the film having a digital track
down the left hand side of the picture,
Kodak having developed an ultra fine
grain negative to accommodate the
5.5 million bits per second the system
required. The data track was slightly
larger than the magnetic (track 4)
whose position it was printed in and so
required the picture size to be slightly
reduced. Wear appeared to be a big
problem as any slight imperfections on
the track often could not be recovered
by error detection and correction
techniques. In digital terminology we
say that the error rate is too high to be
interpreted.
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The two edges outside the perfs were
considered but these wore badly due
to the gate runners. The rack line area
was also considered but it would have
required changing the aspect ratio of
CinemaScope to have enough space for
the data. Finally, the area between the
sprocket holes was chosen as the area of
least wear and not already used.
Dolby had previously done
experiments in broadcasting digital
audio for radio and television (AC2)
and used a modified version of that
called AC3 (Audio Coding version 3)
to give 5.1 channels of digital audio in
a continuous data stream. Although
the data on the film is in separate data
blocks between the perforations the
digital cinema processor knits them
altogether to give a stream of continuous
data.
However, other companies were
also working on different systems. Of
note are Kinoton, L C Concepts, and
DTS (Digital Theater Systems) all of
which were working on systems utilising
a separate data disc played through a
computer.
Kinoton’s system removed the
analogue track completely and used the
whole area between the perforations to
give a bigger picture and hence a higher
quality image on the screen. This picture
format was often used in post production
and called super 1.85 The disk was
synchronised using an SMPTE time
code outside the perforations down one
side of the film. Sadly the system did not
attract any commercial releases.

With 35mm the big draw back
was that the print could only be
played digitally so if the screening
was in a multiplex then a second copy
had to be sent by the distributor. A
second copy was often kept on hand
since if the digital failed then an
analogue copy had to be substituted.
Interestingly the engineers working
on the system wanted to make
compatible prints in that the analogue
track was retained but the company
wanted the system up and running
quickly to be able to recoup some of
the development money. It was this
incompatibility which lead to the
demise of the system.
In the meantime Dolby had
realised that the public wanted digital
audio and cinemas saw it as a great
selling point when advertising a
movie. Dolby set up a completely new
development group working solely on
a digital audio system for film. Tests
were carried out to determine the
safety of putting the digital track in
an unoccupied area of the film.
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The French system also using the
SMPTE time code and two computer
optical disks had some success in
France as it was promoted by the CST
(Commission Superieure Technique)
a government sponsored body for the
cinema. Only forty theatres took up
the system and around twenty films
were released in the format. There was a
court case against DTS who used a very
similar system and ended up with DTS
buying out the French system and then
effectively burying it.
It may appear a simple process to
put the data onto a release print but
the reader must have some knowledge
of how the sound track is transferred
to the print. To begin with you have
a picture negative, which as its name
suggest contains only the projected
image. Then there is the sound negative
which has only the sound track
information on it. There are several
versions of this usually in different
languages to suit the territory it is being
shown in. In the processing laboratory
both these negatives are optically

exposed to the positive film stock
resulting in a ‘married’ release print.
Consequently when inventing a
digital release sound on film format a
sound camera also has to be produced
so that the data can be put onto the
sound negative. Hence, the reason some
companies went for separate ‘sound
on disk’ as they were far cheaper to
develop.
It was in 1992 that Dolby had all
the components in place to announce
the release of the format. Overleaf is a
shot of the Vic 8 at the Odeon Marble
Arch fitted with a prototype digital
reader. The venue was used to promote
Dolby SR*D in the UK followed by
various cities around mainland Europe.
The name Dolby SR*D was a reference
to the print having both an SR
analogue sound track as well as digital
data. Later the name became simply
Dolby Digital.
The first film was Warner’s Batman
Returns and within five years 1000
films had been produced in the format
to play in 10,000 equipped theatres in
50 countries.
A year later in 1993 DTS broke
onto the scene with their sound on
disk system which was dramatically
cheaper than Dolby’s. Their first major
release was Speilberg’s Jurassic Park
which broke all box office records on
its release and cinemas were falling
over themselves to install the system,
showing once again that you cannot
beat a blockbuster to sell a new type
of film format. Their system used a
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computer CD-ROM synchronised
to a proprietary time code placed
in the unused area between picture
and analogue soundtrack. They later
developed the system to include 70mm
(picture right) and this probably kept
70mm alive as the cost of prints came
down drastically since they no longer
had to be striped for the magnetic sound
tracks.
For a short while the battle of the
formats was between these two systems
until Sony decided that they would take
the industry by storm and release their
digital sound format Sony Dynamic
Digital Sound (SDDS). However, their
first few screenings were not all they
appeared. I was in Cannes for the film
festival where they had a special preview
screening in the Palais of SDDS. During
their ‘digital’ presentation I went into

the projection box to see two dubbers
locked to the DP75s and playing a 6 track
Dolby SR magnetic master to the invited
audience.
However, they persevered and their
first release was Last Action Hero in
1993. The main selling points of their
system were two extra stage channels
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and a back-up digital mix. The two extra
channels were in fact of little use as many
cinemas had lost their extra channels
when Dolby 70mm came along, plus
the cinemas had been converted and the
large screens had all but disappeared. The
digital back-up was extra data should the
main digital channels fail, Dolby and
DTS just reverted back to the optical
track. This extra data did mean that pixel
size was very small and again prone to
damage from the film gate runners. If
you look at the different data tracks on a
piece of film you will see how the pixels
in a Dolby data block are much larger
and consequently more robust. As you
are no doubt aware these pixels represent
1s and 0s the building blocks of digital
so provided the various processors can
distinguish between clear and opaque
then the data can be processed.

These three systems all use
different positions on the 35mm
film copy to print their data or time
code and today they all exist side by
side so to speak. The release print
carrying all four systems Dolby
Stereo, Dolby Digital, SDDS and
DTS time code is confusingly now
referred to as a four track print
(picture below).
I could perhaps have expanded
the Dolby Digital section greatly
since I worked on the development of
the system while at Dolby but rather
than make this article unbalanced
I plan to do a separate article in a
future issue explaining how all the
component parts of Dolby Digital
were developed and manufactured
plus how the system works in
layman’s terms.
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Of course they talk. Don’t
we all?
Lina Lamont (Jean Hagen)
Singin’ in The Rain (1952)

Maurice Thornton

R

eading Dion Hanson’s account
of motion-picture sound begins
the story of the coming of sound to
the silent cinema. As he rightly states,
cinemas were never silent.
From the first days of cinema
coming indoors accompanying sound,
usually the piano, broke any silence.
There were other sounds too. The thud
of the tip-up seats as they were filled
and then vacated. The mechanical
clatter of the projectors, the rattle of the
pianists rings and bangles as she raised
the tempo to the action on the screen.
The hiss of the hygienic spray as it was
carried around the hall spelling death
to any bugs – and patrons’ dandruff.
The odd snore, rattle of sweet wrappers
Then there was the action on the
screen accompanied by sound effects
created behind the screen by actors
reading scripts into large sound horns
trying to match the captions and off
course the horses’ hooves and big bangs
of gunfire, thunder storms and the like.
The Picture House (now Curzon)
at Clevedon is a good example of pre-

talkie days when with the showing
of the film The Lost Chord (1916) a
harmonium was borrowed from the
school opposite to augment the piano
and a bass drum was drafted in to add
weight to the proceedings. Behind the
screen words were spoken, particularly
during religious scenes and arias were
sung by Blanche Harwood. Silent
cinema – it never ever was.
It all started much earlier. The first
attempts I have found happened in 1857
when Leon Scott patented a device he
called a Phonoautograph consisting
of a barrel-shaped cylinder at the end
of which was a flexible diaphragm. To
the middle of this a needle point was
attached which vibrated as sounds were
sent down the barrel. A visual record
of the sound was made by rotating a
further cylinder coated with lampblack against the needle. It was used by
lanternists of the day.
In 1866 Edweard Muybridge
attempted to interest Thomas Edison in
providing sound for his Zoopraxoscope
but it came to nothing.
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Later Edison was to adapt sound to
his Kinetoscope and he also developed
his Cinephonograph which like other
such systems used cylinder records. All
of the sound systems had one problem;
they had to be synchronized with
action on the film. Then there was the
amplification problem which Dion
refers to in his article.
The Cinephone
Perhaps the first commercial attempt
at talking pictures the Cinephone
attempted to overcome the problem
of recording both picture and sound
together by simply doing each separately.
The scene would be rehearsed and then
the sound recorded. The actors were
then rehearsed until they could act to
the voices The scene was subsequently
visually shot on film and the picture was
fitted to the sound.
Projection was achieved by setting
the phonograph to run at normal speed
and the projector at variable speed. The
phonograph was placed by the screen
with an attached gearbox fitted with a
large luminous dial and pointer which
appeared similar to a clock. As the
phonograph record turned so did the
pointer on the dial. At the bottom lefthand side of the screened picture was a
small duplication of the dial and pointer.
As the picture was shown the pointer
moved around its dial and thus seen
by the projectionist. To keep the film
and sound in sync the pointers on the
gearbox and the screen were matched by
varying the speed of the projector. The

result was an acceptable synchronization
of film and sound.
The Cinephone was erratic to
operate. The hands made a complete
turn every 13 seconds or four and three
quarter turns every minute. Should the
projectionist default the film and sound
would chase each other and if the film
broke it meant starting again. Later
development saw a synchroniser placed
at the projection end thus eliminating
the image on the screen.
(Later there was a talkie system
called Cinephone but there is no
connection)
Photophone
With this system the projector and
the phonograph were coupled together
mechanically.
This could be by clockwork but
more often was manually achieved
when turning the projector handle. A
modification, to prevent the large horn
from obscuring the projected picture
allowed the projection to take place
through the throat of the horn It was
effective but destroyed the illusion of
sound coming from the screen
To overcome this, an ambitious
arrangement was to fit a long
synchronising shaft between the projector
and the phonograph which was now
placed at the screen, this shaft running
below the hall floor. It was effective in
that the sound was coming from the right
place but such a long shaft was bound to
become troublesome, but limited to small
halls it was effective enough.
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Photophone system

Long shaft system

Vivaphone
The Vivaphone was an invention
developed by Cecil Hepworth, the British
entrepreneur.
It was a good system and many
installations resulted. Developed from the
moving pointer method employed by the
Cinephone it had a single hand replacing
the two pointers.
When the single hand was vertical
the projector and the phonograph were at
the same position and picture and sound
were in sync. This was indicated to the
projectionist by coloured lenses fitted to
the top of the pointer and before a small
light. If one machine ran differently to the
other the pointer swung over. When red
showed the projector had to be speeded
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up and when green showed the projector
speed reduced. This of course was by
hand-cranking or by a variable resistance
on the projector.
To achieve this two ratchets and two
electro-magnets were fitted to both the
projector and phonograph. Using the
pointers and colours good synchronisation
was possible.
There was one problem however.
The system requires an astute start-up
technique which was difficult to achieve if
there was a failure.
Like most systems of the time the
Vivaphone demanded that the film was
shot after the sound recording therefore
never perfect. It was however well in
advance of other systems of the day.

Gaumont
Leo Gaumont perfected a system in
which he recorded picture and sound
at the same time. In 1910 he presented
a talking machine and projector
which ran at the same speed. This was
achieved by electric motors, one for
each, driven by DC the motors wired
together thus the armatures revolving
at the same speed and .synchronisation
being achieved.
The first frame of the film was set
in the projector gate and the needle of
the phonograph placed at the start of
the first groove on the cylinder. When
the first contact with sound was made
it automatically started the projector.
A variable resistance was used by the
operator to control the speed of both
machines permitting the pitch of both
voice and music to remain natural.
Lack of volume was always a
problem with early phonograph systems
and Gaumont’s was no exception. He
installed several horns to distribute
the sound. These had a mechanical
connection to the throat of the main
horn utilising the vibrations from
the single needle. To increase sound
Gaumont adopted the Auxetophone
system developed by Sir C Parsons
which used compressed air to boost the
sound volume. This was described by
Dion Hanson in his account.
There were other similar systems
using the phonograph as a sound
source, many made locally and based on
the proven principles of Hepworth and
Gaumont but no real attempt at further

development of sound appears to have
taken place until the mid 1920s.
Interestingly, a historical account
of the Picture House (now Curzon)
at Clevedon (home of the Curzon
Collection) shows that in the week of 6
April 1914 from Monday to Wednesday
Hard Cash, a drama in two parts, and
The Outlaw, a western, were showing on
a split week and advertised as ‘pictures
with sound’. Thursday to Saturday
Musgrave Ritual a Sherlock Holmes
thriller and The Silver Skull were also
‘pictures with sound’.
The system employed was
Electrokord of Leeds which was
a British system utilising cylinder
phonograph and synchroniser.
Unfortunately no technical details have
been found. Further shows of pictures
with sound are recorded around the
same time using Imperial Sound of
Leicester which was a similar outfit.
This suggests that the installations were
not permanent.
The story brings us to the period
and developments Dion has written
about and that denotes that the desire
to have sound with picture is as old as
cinematography itself.
With acknowledgement to Bernard Brown
BSc ‘Talking Pictures’ 1932
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Disc on turntable of Western Electric
Universal Base
(The centre weight holding the disc
from slipping and therefore loosing
synch was missing from the trust’s
machine but a wooden replica has been
made.)
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